The Heuermann UNL Plant Science Fellowship was established in 2020 with funds donated by Mr. B. Keith and Norma Heuermann. The fellowship recognizes doctoral program students for excellence in plant science research and their potential for accomplishments in the field.

2021 Heuermann Fellowship Awards

Katharine Hogan
Studying Natural Resources Science (Applied Ecology specialization) through the School of Natural Resources
Advised by Dr. Craig Allen

Fernanda Krupke
Studying Cropping systems and soil health management through the Department of Agronomy and Horticulture
Advised by Dr. Andrea Basche

Jiating Li
Studying Agricultural & Biological Systems Engineering through the Department of Biological Systems Engineering
Advised by Dr. Yeyin Shi

Bailey McNichol
Studying Plant Ecology through the School of Biological Sciences - Ecology, Evolution, and Behavior
Advised by Dr. Sabrina Russo